FLchain: Federated Learning via MEC-enabled Blockchain Network
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose blockchain network based architecture called “FLchain” for enhancing security of Federated Learning (FL). We leverage the concept of channels for learning multiple global models on FLchain. Local model parameters for each global iteration are stored as a block on the channel-specific ledger. We introduce the notion of “the global model state trie” which is stored and updated on the blockchain network based on the aggregation of local model updates collected from mobile devices. Qualitative evaluation shows that FLchain is more robust than traditional FL schemes as it ensures provenance and maintains auditable aspects of FL model in an immutable manner.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Machine Learning (ML) is often applied on relevant user data to enhance underlying services. Conventional ML schemes require aggregation of training data on centralized cloud, which raises concerns for the privacy and misuse of the users personal data [1]. Federated Learning (FL) is a cooperative approach to distributed ML. The privacy of user data in FL remains intact as none of the raw data is transferred out of user device. Thus, FL is the road towards privacy preserving development of learning models.

In traditional FL, mobile devices compute their local model update based upon on-device data samples and send it to a central server. The central server aggregates the local model updates from different devices, and updates the global model. The updated global model is fetched by mobile devices to compute their next revision of local models [2]. The cycle continues until the desired accuracy is achieved at the central server. The drawback of this approach is a complete dependency on the reliability of a central server for storage and computation of the global model update. Any malicious activity leads to flawed global model update which is detrimental for accuracy of subsequent local model updates, thereby the entire FL process becomes erroneous.

Blockchain has emerged as a chronological, decentralized, provenance-preserving, and immutable ledger technology [3]. It is an effective solution to replace the attack-prone central server in an insecure environment. To mitigate the security issues involving a central server in FL, blockchain can be integrated with FL.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II analyzes the literature review of blockchain enabled FL. In Section III, we briefly explained preliminaries related to the proposed work. The system model is devised in Section IV. Section V enumerates the detailed operational specification of FLchain. Section VI presents an evaluation of FLchain, and Section VII concludes the study.

II. RELATED WORK

This section discusses the recent efforts made to improvise FL over blockchain networks.

Coupling of blockchain and FL ensures the privacy of the users data by proposing an ultra-practical scheme for the training of robust decentralized learning models. The trained learning model parameters can securely be stored on the blockchain in an immutable manner with the fool-proof resistance against unauthorized access and malicious actions. Moreover, the blockchain securely preserves the provenance and chronological aspects of learning models [4].

In [5], authors discussed the coalition of FL with blockchain. The collection of training data to a centralized server from geographically dispersed sites is prone to cyber-attacks, privacy leakage, and network delay. Blockchain provides a secure way to exchange learning model parameters for the FL procedure. Blockchain enables auditing of learning models for each epoch of the global model in FL. Moreover, the performance of blockchain based FL is found to be almost comparable with stand-alone FL [6].

Kim et al. in [7] proposed on-device FL architecture over blockchain (BlockFL). The local model updates are performed on data samples available on user devices. The local model updates are accumulated in blocks on the blockchain. The global model updates are also calculated by user devices from the latest block, thus the notion of on-device FL is established. They consider the scalability, robustness and latency minimization of the global learning model. The model assumes that all the participating devices submit local model updates to blockchain network within a specified waiting time $T_{wait}$. The availability of local model updates from all partaking devices in a scheduled time is practically infeasible due to user mobility, network delay, power issues, and intermittently availability problems.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS

This section briefly explains preliminaries of the proposed architecture and its operation.

A. Channel

Fabric introduces the concept of channels which are private subnets used for enabling isolated communication between at least two peers. Only channel-associated peers are entitled to read, submit, and validate the transaction within a channel. A separate ledger is maintained for each channel. The consensus is also applied on per-channel basis [8]. In FLchain, for each global learning model, a new channel with the genesis block is created which stores channel-specific ledger. The genesis block stores the initial weights of the global learning model, dimensions of weights, hyper-parameters, activation function, and bias.

B. Global Model State Trie

Similar to the “Account State Trie” for pursuing the state of accounts in Ethereum [9], we propose “Global Model State Trie” for pursuing the weights of the global learning model in FLchain. Each channel has its own global model state trie in the form of Merkle Patricia tree. The global model state trie stores the weights in key-value pair where the key is weight location (subscripts indicating indexes of weight) and value is actual weight coefficients. The weight coefficients are updated concurrently with the generation of a block in FLchain. After the consensus, the global model state trie provides the updated weight coefficients for global learning model.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we proposed a system model for FL via integrated Multi-access edge computing (MEC) and blockchain network. The physical infrastructure of FLchain as shown in Fig. 1 consists of mobile and edge devices. Mobile devices compute the local model updates with on-device data samples. The edge devices serve two purposes. First, they provide network resources to the resource-constraint mobile devices. Second, they serve as nodes in the blockchain network of FLchain.

Each global model $M_j$ is trained on separate channel. The set of available channels at FLchain is denoted by $C \triangleq \{1,2,3,\ldots,C_n\}$. Where, $C_n$ are total number of available channels on FLchain and $D_j$ indicates the number of devices registered at channel $j \in C$. The blockchain network, which consists of edge devices, stores the local model updates from user devices in the form of blocks on separate blockchain for a specific channel. The blockchain network also computes and securely stores global model updates in Merkle Patricia Tree on channel-specific ledger. Fig. 2 shows the simplified architecture of blockchain for FL for a given channel. The underlying blockchain platform for FLchain should be custom developed having features from Hyperledger Fabric [10] and Ethereum [11].

V. BLOCKCHAIN OPERATIONS IN FLCHAIN

In this section, we describe the operation of FLchain. Algorithm 1 shows the overall procedure of FLchain for channel $j$. Fig. 3 shows the sequence diagram of operations of FLchain for device $i$ and channel $j$.

A. Initialization

A new channel is created for training of each new global learning model. The initial weight parameters and other necessary configurations are set and stored in genesis block. Let $j$ be the channel for a new global learning model $M_j$ under consideration.

FLchain can be applied to any learning model. However, we consider global learning model $M_j$ as a linear regression problem. Let $D_j$ be the set of the relevant devices for channel $j$, $S_{i,j}$ is the set of data sample at device $i$ for channel $j$. Then, $S_j = \bigcup_{i \in D_j} S_{i,j}$ with $|S_j| = N_{S,j}$. The learning objective is to minimize the loss function $L(w)$ over all the data samples $s_z \in S_j$ with $s_z = \{x_z, y_z\}$, where $x_z \in \mathbb{R}^d$ and $y_z \in \mathbb{R}$. The loss function is minimized by finding optimal weight parameters $w^*_j$, where $w^*_j \in \mathbb{R}^d$ is the $d$-dimensional column vector and indicates global model weight vector for channel $j$.

$$w^*_j = \arg\min_{w_j \in \mathbb{R}^d} L(w_j),$$

where $L(w_j) \triangleq \frac{1}{N_{S,j}} \sum_{i \in D_j} \sum_{s_z \in S_{i,j}} l_z(w_j)$,

and $l_z(w_j) \triangleq l_z(w_j, x_z, y_z) = \frac{1}{2} \| y_z - w^*_j x_z \|^2$. (3)

The preliminary weight parameters at global iteration $t = 0$ are randomly chosen from pre-selected range. The global weight $w_j(0)$ and local weight parameters $w_{i,j}(0)$ for device $i$: $w_j(0), w_{i,j}(0) \in [0, w_{j,\text{max}}]$ and global gradient $\nabla L(w_j(0)) \in (0,1]$. The global gradient for loss function is defined as:

$$\nabla L(w_j) = \frac{1}{N_{S,j}} \sum_{i \in D_j} \sum_{s_z \in S_{i,j}} \nabla l_z(w_j).$$
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B. Channel Inquiry

When a device $i$ wants to join the FLchain for a specific channel, first it carries out the channel inquiry; subsequently, the list of available channels $C$ is sent to the mobile device by blockchain network.

C. Channel selection

When a device $i$ wants to contribute to FL for a particular global model, It performs channel inquiry. Once the list of accessible channels $C$ is available, It selects the relevant channel $c_i$ for that particular global model. Let the channel selected by device $i$ be $c_i = j$.

D. Device Registration

If the device $i$ is not already registered, the device needs to register itself for its apriori selected channel. After the registration, the user device is assigned the private & public keys through which it can submit its revised local model weights to blockchain network. The peers in the blockchain must validate the block transactions. The peers compute their own global model state trie and is forwarded to blockchain network.

E. Local Model Update

After completing the device registration procedure, or receiving notification to compute next update of local model, the device downloads the most recent global model parameter $w_j(t-1)$ from blockchain network through its associated edge node. Whereas, $t$ is the the current global model iteration which needs to be computed at channel $j$. For each global model iteration $t$, the local model at device $D_i$ is updated for $V$ epochs. At epoch $v$ of local model, the local model for device $i$ is updated by stochastic variance reduced gradient (SVRG) as [12]:

$$w_{i,j}^v(t) = w_{i,j}^{v-1}(t) - \eta \nabla \Phi,$$

$$\nabla \Phi = \left[ \nabla l_z(w_{i,j}^{v-1}(t)) - \nabla l_z(w_j(t)) + \nabla l(w_j(t)) \right],$$

where $\eta > 0$ is step-size and after $V$ local epochs we have $w_{i,j}(t) = w_{i,j}^V(t)$. The local model update $w_{i,j}(t)$ is determined by the device $i$ and is forwarded to blockchain network in form of transaction. $trans_{i,j}(t)$ is the transaction generated by device $i$ for channel $j$ at iteration $t$ and signed by the device private key $Pr_{i,j}$. The transaction data consists of $\left( w_{i,j}(t), \{v | l_z(\{w_j(t)\}) \}_{v,s} \right)$. $s_{i,s}$

F. Transaction Pool

The submitted transactions are accumulated in the transaction pool (mempool). In particular, each node in blockchain network keeps its own channel-specific mempool. The transactions are validated, verified and authenticated. The peers on the channel $j$ wait for time $T_{wait,j}$ for accumulation of transactions in mempool for every global model iteration.

There maybe transactions in mempool which are belated due to network latency. The transactions which were originally intended for being enrolled in previous global model updates are not usable for computation of next global model updates, thereby these transactions are discarded.

\begin{algorithm}
1: Setup channel $j$ for global model $M_j$
2: initialization: $t = 0$, $w_j(0), w_{i,j}(0) \in [0, w_{j,\text{max}}]$
3: for all $i \in D_j$ do in parallel
4: Inquire available channels
5: Select channel $c_i = j \in C = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, C_n\}$
6: Register device $i$ to channel $j$
7: end for
8: while $\|w_j(t) - w_j(t - 1)\|_2 \leq \varepsilon_{\text{threshold},j}$ do
9: for all $i \in D_j$ do in parallel
10: Download $w_j(t)$ from channel $j$ to device $i$
11: $t \leftarrow t + 1$; $w_{i,j}(t) = w_j(t)$
12: for $v = 1, \ldots, V$ do
13: $w_{i,j}^v(t) = w_{i,j}^{v-1}(t) - \eta \nabla \Phi$, and Eq. (6)
14: end for
15: $w_{i,j}(t) = w_{i,j}^V(t)$; Generate $trans_{i,j}(t)$ and forward to blockchain network
16: Wait for notification from channel $j$
17: end for
18: Calculate $w_j(t)$ using Eq. (7)
19: global model state trie updation, block generation and consensus
20: end while
\end{algorithm}

G. Global Model Update

When the waiting time $T_{wait,j}$ is surpassed, Peers (Edge nodes) in channel $j$ compete to generate the next block by bundling transactions for iteration $t$ from their own mempool. Global model state trie is determined which securely stores the global model parameters $w_j(t)$. The root of global model state trie is added in block header of block with block-height $t$. The global model weights are updated using distributed approximate Newton-type Method (DANE) [13] as:

$$w_j(t) = w_j(t - 1) + \sum_{k \in D_{j,t}} \frac{N_{k,t,j}}{N_{S,t,j}} \left( w_{k,j}(t) - w_j(t - 1) \right),$$

where $D_{j,t}$ are set of devices whose transactions are received by the winner miner and included in block with block-height $t$. $N_{k,t,j}$ are number of data samples contributed by device $k \in D_{j,t}$ at iteration $t$. Moreover, $S_{i,t,j} = \bigcup_{i \in D_{j,t}} S_{i,t,j}$ with $|S_{i,t,j}| = N_{S,t,j}$. Where, $S_{i,t,j}$ is set of samples contributed by device $i$ at iteration $t$ for channel $j$.

There maybe devices which could not report their local model updates to winner miner in specified time . The FL must have protocol to handle these straggling devices while updating the global model [14].

H. Consensus Protocol

After the latest blocks are broadcasted by miners, the peers in the blockchain must validate the block transactions and check the correctness of the updated global model state trie. The peers compute their own global model state trie from transactions within the block and verify the root of the global model state trie against the broadcasted block. If the block is found to be valid, the blockchain network must reach consensus for blockchain upto respective block and the
corresponding miner is regarded as a winner miner. However, if the block is invalid, the block is rejected. The latest block broadcasted by winner miner is appended on channel-specific ledger during consensus. Since, every blockchain node computes, verifies and validates the global model state trie for consensus, blockchain-based FL is more reliable and robust than the typical FL. The underlying consensus protocols can be modified version of Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (pBFT) and Proof-of-Work (PoW) as new block-generation needs to be terminated once the stopping criteria is met by the global model.

I. Analysis

After each global model iteration, analysis is performed to check if the FL has achieved desired results or needs more rounds to be performed. The stopping criteria can be defined on per FL task basis.

For $M_j$, the FL process continues for global iterations $T$ until $\|w_j(T) - w_j(T - 1)\|_2 \leq \varepsilon_{\text{threshold},j}$ for a pre-defined constant $\varepsilon_{\text{threshold},j} > 0$. When desired criteria is achieved, the global model is available for testing and deployment.

VI. EVALUATION

FLchain provides a suitable platform for FL over the blockchain network. The main merits of FLchain are as follows:

- FLchain provides an individual channel for the learning of each global model. The consensus and ledger for storing the local model updates are channel-specific. The global model state trie is also maintained on per-channel basis.
- Global model state trie can securely and unblemished store the global model weights in a Merkle Patricia Tree. The global model state trie can be regenerated and verified at any iteration from the genesis block up to the top block in the blockchain of a particular channel.
- In FLchain, the global model updates are computed, validated, verified and stored by the blockchain network rather than a single central server. Thus, it is more robust than the typical FL.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we devised an architecture for FL through the blockchain network composed of edge devices. We established that a separate channel can be assigned for learning of each global model in the blockchain network. We presented the notion of the global model state trie to securely store the global model as a Merkle Patricia Tree. The limitation of the proposed approach is that the user-devices depend on the integrity of their corresponding edge devices for forwarding of transactions to the blockchain network. In the future, we aim to optimize FLchain with respect to latency, computing and storage requirements. In addition, we will devise a reward mechanism for user devices and miner nodes partaking in FLchain.
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